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For Serowe
a village in Africa

BESSIE HEAD

Books
&the
Arts

SUMMERTIME IN SEROWE is an intensely
beautiful experience. It rains unpredictably,
fiercely, violently in November, December,
January. Before the first rains fall it gets
so hot that you cannot breathe. Then one
day the sky just empties itself in a terrible
downpour. The earth and sky heaves alive
and there is magic everywhere. The sky
takes on a majestic individuality and be
comes a huge backdrop for the play of the
rain. Not ordinary rain but very peculiar
rain.

All through December and January the
rain sways this way and that on the horizon.
The wind rushes through it and you get
swept about by a cold fresh rain-wind.
Sometimes all the horizon rain sweeps
across the village in glistening streams.
Then the grass roofs of the mud huts shine
like polished gold. The barren earth, grazed
to a shred by the goats, becomes clothed by
a thin fine carpet of green. Under the
trees there is a sudden, lush wild growth of
long green grass. Everything is alive in this
short dazzling summer. Forgotten are the
long months of bleaching scorching sun and
intense blue skies. The sky is now shaded
with large brooding clouds.

It takes such a long while for the insects
to come out of hibernation. But in Decem
ber the earth teems with them. There are
swarms of flies, swarms of mosquitoes and
swarms of moths-sometimes as big as little
birds. Crickets and frogs are all over in
the pools and around the village; there is a
heavy rich smell of breathing earth every
where.

Somehow, by chance, I fled to this little
village and stopped awhile. I have lived all
my life in shattered little bits. Somehow,
here, the shattered little bits began to come
together. There is a sense of wovenness; of
wholeness in life here. There were things
I loved that began to grow on me like
patches of cloth ...

THERE ISN'T ANYTHING in this village that
an historian might care to write about. Dr.
Livingstone passed this way, they might
say. Historians do not write about people
and how strange and beautiful they are
just living. There is so much necessity
living they do and in this village there is so
much mud living. Women's hands build

and smooth mud huts and porches. Then
the fierce November, December thunder
storms sweep away all the beautiful patterns.
Mter some time these same patient hands,
hard and rough, will build up these mud
necessities again.

There are just people of Africa here and
endless circles of mud huts. They do not
seem to be in a particular confusion about
anything. The politicians are very agitated
because the whole of Southern Africa is a
melting pot, they say. But the women just
go on having babies and the families sit
round the fire at night chatting in quiet
tones. Everybody survives on little and
there may be the tomorrow of nothing. It
has been like this for ages and ages-this
flat, depressed continuity of life; this
strength of holding on and living with the
barest necessities.

THEY SAY THIS and that about aid. They
seem to know nothing of the desperate long
ing to bring out our own creativeness. In
Southern Africa this desperation is fierce
because we feel that opportunities to venture
out on discoveries of our own are going to
be forcibly denied us for a long time. We
are all really startled alive by the liberation
of Africa, but we have been living in ex
elusive compartments for so long that we
are all afraid of each other. Southern
Africa isn't like the rest of Africa and is
never going to be. Here we are going to
have to make an extreme effort to find a
deep faith to help us to live together. In
spite of what the politicians say people are
not going to be destroyed. Not now. There
is all this fierce hatred and it is real. There
are the huge armies prepared for war
against unarmed people and we are all
overwhelmed with fear and agony, not
knowing where it will end.

Some of us cannot battle with this con
flict any more. I cannot. But wherever I
go I shall leave a chunk of myself here
because I think of myself as a woman of
Southern Africa-not as a black woman but
as an ordinary and wryly humble woman.
There was this immense conflict, pressure,
uncertainty and insecurity that I have lived
with for so long. I have solved nothing. I
am like everyone else-perplexed, be
wildered and desperate. e

Combinations
& permutations

Collingwood August

African/English Lite1·ature by Anne Tibble
(Peter Owen, London, 32s. 6d.)

LONG BEFORE BLACK AFRICA was "discovered"
Europeans were already deceiving each other
about that part of Africa. And they still are
one of the latest deceivers (though she does this
through ignorance) is Anne Tibble. Her con
tribution is sub-titled a " survey and anthology."

Now, what I know about African literature,
apart from that of Southern Africa, is dan
gerously little; but I have one consolation
though a negative one: What Anne Tibble
knows about the literature of Southern Africa
is even more dangerous than what I know about
African literature as a whole. Let me then meet
her on Southern African ground and deal only
with the section dealing with South African
literature in the first part of her survey. (I can
only hope she has been less inaccurate in dealing
with the rest).

In his book, Chaka the Zulu, Thomas Mofolo,
Anne Tibble tells us, ". . . seeks to show how
the boy Chaka came to be the blood-thirsty
homicidal maniac that he undoubtedly became."
And this after telling us that" Thomas Mofolo's
sources were memories, legends, hearsay. Yet
he believed himself . . . to be making a serious
contribution to History."!

How can Anne Tibble psycho-analyse any
real person (as distinct from a character invented
by writers of fiction) on the basis of a novel?
She must know that novelists and film-producers
are for ever taking liberties with History.

She then goes on to tell us that" According
to Mofolo the child Chaka was what Europeans
call 'illegitimate' and by implication Anne
Tibble seems to believe that European customs
regarding sexual behaviour are higher than those
of Africans for she then eschews" illegitimate"
by coining a new word "non-legitimate." Here
she is treading on very delicate ground indeed.
I hope she has read the anthology section of her
book for there she includes a contribution by
Prince Modupe, part of which reads: "The first
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thing we were made to understand is that the
finest service a tribesman can perform is to con·
tinue himself in his children. After we were
taught our duty of perpetuation, and that it is
a sacred duty, we were taught the rules govern
ing it.

" We were taught that the manner of growth
in a girl is that she is sealed and that no man
may break this seal until the girl is given him
for a wife with the consent of her family and
his. If one of us were to break this seal for our
pleasure, we would disgrace ourselves, our
family, our entire age-group, the tribe. Even if
this monstrous act went undiscovered until the
girl's marriage, it would become known then, the
marriage cancelled, the girl brought to public
trial, her duty then being to name the man who
had despoiled her. .. . She was banished from
the tribe. Death would have been a kinder
sentence. There was simply no place for an
ostracised person to go."

Now, Shaka (this is the correct spelling of his
name) was born into a society holding the same,
if not stricter norms, regarding sexual behaviour.
Mofolo (unfortunately he is dead) and Anne
Tibble will have to produce better evidence to
show that Shaka was "non-legitimate "-how
this euphemism fascinates me!

Peter Abrahams, an admirable writer, is
included in the anthology. But, somehow, Anne
Tibble has chosen from the mass of his writing
an example that reveals this author's ignorance.
Here is part of it:

'" Show the mother,' Joseph-the Zulu
said . . . 'Show the mother you are not cir
cumcised yet.'

" I showed her.
" 'This is strange,' she said. 'Have you no

initiation schools? '
" • No! ' Joseph said.
" • Then when do you enter manhood? '
" • He does not know.'
" My sixth birthday came."
Zulus do not circumcise ritually-not since

Shaka stopped it. Moreover, among those South
Africans who undergo ritual circumcision no
boy would be circumcised at the age of six years
-that comes very much later-and when cir
cumcised he would not go about showing himself
indiscriminately to women (and even to uncir
cumcised boys). Granted, this is Abrahams's
fault but Anne Tibble should not perpetuate
wrong information. I am sorry to spoil such a
beautiful story, but writers must not take licence
with the facts of life.

Anne Tibble's biggest blunder (helped by
Mphahlele--whom she seems to regard as the
greatest authority on African writing) concerns
A. C. Jordan's Ingqumbo Yeminyanya-" The
Wrath of the Ancestors." On her own, she
believes that an English translation of this book
exists and she sounds surprised that the British

Museum does not know anything about such a
translation. Let me set her mind at rest-a
translation has not yet been published. If she
knew how to do her homework, a simple post
card to Jordan would have solved this difficulty
for her.

This is how Mphahlele has misled Anne
Tibble: "He--cornments that now there is no
hereditary chiefdom left in South Africa and,
therefore, Jordan's plot may have little present
relevance." I must differ-and in the strongest
terms. What are people like Cyprian Dinizulu,
Victor Poto, Sabata Dalindyebo and several
others, if not hereditary chiefs-indeed kings,
apart from what the government is trying to do
with them? Such ignorance, held with such
strong conviction, makes me doubt that I have
spent the first 31 years of my life in South
Africa as a black African.

That the plot "may have little present rele
vance" is an irresponsible literary view. Jordan's
book (which I have read several times) is not
about the institution of chieftainship as such.
Jordan, in my view, seeks to show that society
any society-is fragile and may be broken by
the imposition of different norms when it comes
into contact with another culture. He has only
used the educated chief (and his wife) to
symbolise "modem" society while his people
the Mpondomises represent " traditional"
society. Jordan's book has present relevance for
Mphahlele, for me, and for anybody else
Mphahlele cares to name in any society.

But, more important, I hope that Mphahlele
is not suggesting that the past is not relevant to
the present.

Anne Tibble makes many other mistakes but
they are not as serious as those already men
tioned. Noni Jabavu, as an example of the
minor mistakes, is not " the only woman writing
among the Xhosa people of the East Cape
Province of South Africa" and her two books
Drawn in Colour and The Ochre People, are not
novels-as the bibliography would have us
believe.

The "collection," which consists of extracts
from novels, biographical writings, plays, poems
(covering mainly the period from 1956 to 1964),
forms the second part of this book and need not
have been published, for a large part of it
comes from already existing collections. I some
times imagine that publishers play a game
among themselves shuffling African writing just
to see how many combinations and permutations
they can dea 1.

A last word to publishers of African antho
logies: If you must publish this kind of thing,
please get Africans to do the necessary editing
they are less likely to go wrong than your Anne
Tibbles. Of the writers included in this particu
lar collection, several could have done better
A. C. Jordan, for example. •

Ladies in the Veld by Brian Roberts Gohn
Murray, 25s.)

TAKE THE AUTHOR of 50,000 Miles Round the
World and the author of Around Palagonia;
contrive for them to visit South Africa on off
beat journalistic assignments between the Zulu
War of 1879 and the First Anglo-Boer War of
1881; make both of them women; throw in a
sentimental journey by an ex-Empress, a Zulu
King eating his heart out in exile, and British
Colonialism, thundering and blundering: take
these goodies and you have the book of a fast
moving musical. You have also a factual and
fascinating chapter of South African history.

Theresa Longworth, who preferred to be
known as Lady Avonmore, fought a series of
legal actions to establish the validity of her
marriage to William Yelverton, who later suc
ceeded to the title of Viscount Avonmore. The
litigation created tremendous public interest and
lasted for almost eight years. The lady lost but
hastened to write up in one form and another
the mass of material provided by her matri
monial affairs. The proceeds of her first two
books barely paid her legal costs but she was
launched on a series of lecture tours, a second
semi-autobiographical novel, and a journalistic
career.

News that the ex-Empress Eugenie was about
to visit her son's grave in Zululand reached
Theresa in India; she hoped for a good story
and set off forthwith for Africa. By subterfuge
and hint, using the grand manner and her
" title" she succeeded, although penniless, in
catching up with Eugenie, but to no avail: she
was kept at a distance from the Empress by an
efficient and hostile entourage. Now she was
jobless and friendless in a far country-but not
gutless. "The unlooked-for difficulty is the
very thing to develop every resource in my
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"Tell us
in time!"

character," she had, with justice, declared. For
a short while-her health failed her-she wrote
a controversial no-holds-barred column for the
Pietermaritzburg W itnllss, and died obscurely in
Natal.

Lady Florence Dixie3 sister of the 9th
Marquis of Queensberry and aunt of Lord
Alfred Douglas, was strongwilled and rebellious
as a girl, and did not outgrow her nonconform
ity. When her child was two months old, she
set off with her husband and brother for Pata
gonia, returning after trial by starvation, earth
quake and fire, with a pet jaguar called
" Affums " in attendance. Her Across Patagonia
became a best-seller.

In 1880, the Boers raised the flag of rebellion
at Heidelberg. The Morning Post decided to
liven up a trite enough situation - the tweak
ing of the Lion's tail - by sending out a female
correspondent to cover the First Anglo-Boer
War, and assigned Lady Florence to the story.
At this stage of her life she was a vociferous
Jingo who had learnt imperialism at Disraeli's
knee. She was thus mortified on her arrival in
South Africa to find that the British had not
only suffered a defeat but were hastening to
make peace with the rebels. On horseback or by
wagon, sleeping often in the veld, and accom
panied by her amiable husband, she made her
way to Pretoria where she listened shamelessly
to the proceedings of the Royal Commission
through open windows. Her despatches were
stridently jingoistic and indignant, but she was
bored.

A contemporary note is struck by aspects of
the situation: a spokesman for Africans pleaded
against the restoration of the Transvaal to the
Boers. For the past four years, he said, the
Africans had looked to Britain for protection.
"If this protection was to be withdrawn, it
would lead to bloodshed and anarchy. He ended
with an earnest prayer to England not to for
sake them after they had been both loyal and
devoted."

Her meeting with Cetshwayo was one of the
events which changed Lady Florence from a
Tory to a radical Liberal. She believed that the
British " settlement" of the Zulu problem after
the Zulu war was shameful, not least in their
exiling of the King. Back in London, she cam
paigned vigorously and persistently, a campaign
which paralleled that conducted by Bishop
Colenso (with whom she was in touch) in Natal.
Her campaign succeeded in part but she felt
that although Cetshwayo was restored, the new
settlement was still unjust.

Later crusades included Home Rule for
Ireland and Women's Rights.

In his writing, Brian Roberts maintains an
unassuming and pleasant tone. This glimpse,
from an unusual angle, of events in South
Africa is well worth reading. •

Mlahleni Njisane

Mississippi: the Closed Society by James \V.
Silver (Victor Gollancz, London 30s.)
Transformation of the Negro American by
Leonard Broom and Norval Green (Harper &
Row, London, 43s.)

RACISTS HAVE LOST all the wars but won every
peace. In 1877 the Great Comprolnise handed
the Negroes back to the racists to make amer:ds
for the barely ten-year-old Reconstruction
Period. The 1910 Act of Union in South Africa
surrendered to the Boers the right to do as they
pleased with the Africans. And now Rhode~ian
whites are making feverish attempts to achleve
a similar Compromise and to set up another
Voortrekker Monument in Salisbury in defence
of white racist expansionism (" white civilisa-
tion ").

It is as though this century has not experi
enced genocidal mass destruction attempts such
as those of Auschwitz-Birkenhau. South Africa,
Rhodesia and the Deep South are threatening
to outclass Hitler, protected as they are under
the canopy of the Closed Society's independence,
" state rights" and elitist franchise rights.

This tragico-futile drama - which has so
often ended in the rebuff of the Afro-Asian U.N.
delegations in their efforts to indict racism and
white supremacists in Southern Africa - is
now tending to make heroes of the heirs to
Hitler's legacy. The Boer racial juggernaut in
South Africa, the white settlers in Rhodesia,
most of whom have continued the northward
trek from South Africa, the Nazi mercenaries of
the Congo - all these have very much inspired
the White Citizens Council and the Ku Klux
Klan of America's Deep South.

American Board Missionaries sent to South
Africa are alleged to have asked: "Which
savages must we convert: the white or the
black?" Dr. Silver, a historian, repeats the
question, of Mississippi: "Which race," he
asks "has been living nearer the law of the
jungle?" (p. 85). Dr. Silver lives and works
in the Closed Society, in which "the nigger
must be made a nigger first," an " amiable and
happy beast perfectly adapted to his wretched
position." (p. 84). This is called protecting
"white civilisation", this is white chivalry pro
tecting its womanhood while ravaging black
women.

The book brings out the significance of Toyn
bee's twofold penalisation of Negro slaves,
"racial discrimination and legal servitude" (A
Study of History, 1934, p. 218). Mississippi
and Southern Africa have retained both in spite
of the fact that the American Constitution has
established a democratic framework within which
even the Closed Society is expected to function.
In both societies, the Deep South and South
Africa, the presumptive status of every black is

slavery, pure or modified into apartheid, accord
ing to the demands of modem racism.

VERY LITTLE IS KNOWN of the specific human
value-conflict \vhich makes the Mississippi Uni
versity President, in upholding and conniving
at the evils and corruption of the Closed Society,
the barbaric practices of the KKK and White
Citizens Council, to declare that he can do
better for the society than (( in a silly martyrdom
for one Negro". (p. 94). What makes a man
of such standing to see only one Negro in the
Clyde Kennards, the Medgar Evers, the 1964
Civil Rights workers murdered in Mississippi,
the Jonathan Daniels murdered in Selma, the
Harlem, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles
and Langa-Sharpeville riots and massacres?
Some of the victims were white and he should
have remembered them.

The picture is not, however, "now fairly
familiar to most of us." Facts about the Closed
Societies, the Laager Mentality, and other Nazi
race murders are always known fully only after
the curtain has been bombed down. Baldwin's
The Fire Next Time has not made its point,
and he need not ever silence his pen until racism
has been tackled from where the last World
War left off. Little is known about the fate of
"the dissenter who would disparage the local
customs" and rock the white supremacy boat.
One mechanism used for self-insulation in such
societies is groping through a "twilight of non
discussion ", the closed mind, especially in the
universities.

The characteristics of the Closed Society make
interesting reading. Part Two of the book con
sists of letters in which the author maintains
his objectivity as he does earlier in his recount
ing the 1928 classic lynching (pp. 85-6). He
hardly twitches even when referring to the White
Citizens Council " strong reinforcement" which
they eagerly grasped in the person of Rabbi
Benjamin Schultz (p. 131). I commend Dr.
Silver for his meticulous objectivity. Who can
blame him for his compulsion to tell the world
that" a kindly old gentleman" remembers with
pride how he solved the labour problem "when
the coloured crew walked off just because one of
the Negro workers had been hanged for talking
back to the boss." (p. 85). Dr. Silver has told
you - and in time! And if he is maliciously
pilloried as a result will you shrug your shoul
ders and say he asked for it?

TO THE GREAT CREDIT of its sociologist authors,
Transformation of the Negro American conveys
an intelligible message even to those uninitiated
readers whom sociological jargon otherwise tends
to push out into effective " social distance". It
gives a perspective and imagination which re
minds the reader of Banton's analysis of ethnic
relations in Britain.

Written in the midst of the current turbulent
actual transformation and its "long hot sum
mers ", it is a bold sociological prognosis pre
senting a balanced objective analysis whose calm
reflection tends to irk the passionately commit
ted and involved.

The main purpose of the book is to trace the
evolvement and crystallisation of Negro tech
niques and strategy through four significant
phases which so readily suggest interesting para
llels to students of race-tom areas like Southern
Africa. "The Reconstruction lasted scarcely
more than a decade". The Southern white
supremacist clique soon had their way against
the weak-kneed "liberals" who, for some rea
son, seem always ready to sacrifice the blacks in
order to placate their white "brothers ", the
Smiths, etc.
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presenting exotic acrobatics, missed the point.

After the Reconstruction white supremacy was
finnly restored as a value to bolster up white
elitist rule in the Deep South (as in South
Africa after Union), and" accommodation" be
came accepted by Negroes as a survival value.
The values and hopes born of the Reconstruc
tion and emancipation were quickly set aside
through totalitarian ruthless measures, until
Negro accommodative adjustments approached
something akin to "infantile regression". The
Negroes were disenfranchised and made to accept
inferior and menial jobs as an act of grace (p. 7).
The leadership, best exemplified by Booker T.
Washington, enjoined the Negroes to "cast down
their buckets 'where they are" as hewers of wood
and drawers of water.

The authors also review some important cul
tural {non-racial) differences in addition to social
class and regional differences (Chapter 2) be
tween Negroes and whites, suggesting that there
is a "Negro Way of Life". My feeling is
that not enough emphasis is laid on the histori
cal racial factor which to me completely dis
credits the well-deserved reputation theory. It
might have been helpful to the readers if they
resolved the problem a little more probingly as
to which are the causative factors and which the
consequences.

GRADUALISM as another phase is characterised
by emphasis on winning the support and appro
val of whites of goodwill (respectable support),
on self-improvement and self-blame (p. 53), and
it failed because it meant isolation from the
mainstream of American life, and because it also
presented a one-sided picture of the problem of
discrimination.

Chapter 4 deals with the present political
mood of " freedom now" marked by a growing
participation of young activists and a broader
mass involvement. The emphasis focuses on
" action now" and a break with the " faiths that
failed". This was done through boycotts, free
dom rides, sit-ins, mass protest marches, etc.
Both individuals and Negro organisations seemed
"tracked down by the Zeitgeist - the spirit of
the time" (p. 66), and it demanded direct action.

The final chapter pinpoints the main factors
behind the transformation - education, occupa
tion, economic advancement, the redistribution
of population, urbanisation, and the most strik
ing being "the sharp rise in Negro aspirations"
and a shift from gradualism to "freedom and
equality now". The authors might have given
a higher weighting to the role of the emergence
of African independent states. Against this they
emphasise the unwillingness of American N e
groes to lose their higher standards of living,
education, etc. by going to Africa. I suggest
that the Garvey Movement, the Black Muslims,
and the independence of African states have had
a more profound effect on Negro masses in
creating a new self-image, raising their own self
esteem, and the new aspirations, outlook and
mood of "freedom in our own time" than the
authors assign to them.

They also visualise a future riddled with a com
plex of conflicting interests and values which will
remain perhaps unreconciled, and of course the
stubborn persistence of de facto segregation in
spite of the gains in various other fields. One
final observation I wish to make is that the
white backlash has had its black backlash which
must be feeling quite encouraged by its recent
gains. One 'wonders if Dr. Nkrumah's famous
biblical adaptation does not apply more directly
in the American context than it does, perhaps,
in the African: (( Seek ye first the political king
dom (the vote) and the rest will be added unto
you!" •
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MY DISAPPOINTMENT with the dance section
of the Commonwealth Arts Festival set in
with the performance of the Sierra Leone
National Dance Troupe in the Great Dance
Gala. Their presentation simply did not
live up to the reputation they have, being
for the most part circus-like, spotlighting
the acrobatic performers. There were ex
ceptions in their performance-the Spirit
dances, the Susu dancers-portraying
legends of Sierra Leone in a short two
minutes, the Baboon Dancers, and Mende
Cane Dancer who s:lowed ingenuity and
ability.

One would expect a great deal more
" dance" from a company of sixty,
musicians included. The company has per
formed here previously and the speciality
acts were probably there to fill a popular
demand. It was unfortunate, that the four
women who accompanied the group by
playing calabashes and singing were not
featured: they seemed quite capable of
giving a good performance on their o\vn.

If this programme was representative of
the traditional dance of Sierra Leone, then
one can say, again excluding such unique
dances as the Mende Cane Dance, that the
natural dance of the country is very limited.

DOL 0 RES K I R TON, who teaches the
dance in a San Francisco college, visited
London during the Commonwealth Arts
Festival.

The Tanzanian Stilt Dancers offered
little relief from the Great Dance Gala's
rather boring programme though dancing
on stilts four feet tall and faltering not once.
After the initial curiosity there was little
to hold interest. The United Kingdoln
erased all emotion with their staid, un
demanding, ever-so-slightly rhythmical
traditional dances, as did Trinidad with a
very over-done Limbo Dance and Dominica
with an under-done couple dance. The best
performances of the best dances were by
Ceylon with the majestic Dance of the
Elephant; Kenya with a traditional dance
in preparation for warriorhood and the
Embu Drummers who clearly show the
inter-relationship of African Music and
Dance. Bwola, one of the oldest dances of
Uganda and considered a royal dance done
only on special occasions presents the case
in favour of committing the sacreligious
crime of taking traditional African Dance
out of context. Undoubtedly there are those
dances which cannot readily be transferred
from their situation of origin to the stage,
yet all of the African dances performed in
the Great Dance Gala-far from being
choreographed for the festival-were taken
out of context with changes occurring in
reference to time, space, entrances and
exits.

PERFORMERS WERE BETTER away from the
misconceived Great Dance Gala.
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The programme given by the National
Dance Theatre of Jamaica and stolen by the
invited Frats Quintet with a group of
Jamaican Folk Songs was a good attempt
for the first national dance company of
this country. The major choreographic and
performance talent seemed to centre in the
person of Rex Nettleford whose well-con
ceived works communicated themselves. Mr.
Nettleford has the greatest range of move
ment in the company and gives the impres
sion of moving effortlessly. The three works
worth mentioning are Dialogue for Three
-a struggle between one man and two
women, with the women having the final
say; and two comic works Games of Arms
and Kas Kas.

This Dance Theatre has a great deal of
growing to do in terms of developing its
dancers. Most of the dancers would be
considered, at most, average in technical
ability. The strength of the company came
across best when they were doing dance
that was founded on ethnic material as
opposed to the more abstract modern dance.
There was the feeling that most of the
company had not been trained in modem
dance and that they were simply going
through assigned movement.

PRECEDING THE NIGERIAN FOLK OPERA,
Oba-Koso, there were two dance presenta
tions. The first from North-East Nigeria,
the Dumas, danced by four couples, was
too lengthy as it tended to be extremely
repetitive. The most interesting aspect of
the dance was the flautists, who with their
involvement, moving from one area of the
stage to another, and their fine musicianship
added substance to the performance. The
second dance, Ikepegebeghe, from Mid
Western Nigeria, traditionally a dance from
the "New Yam Festival," was the climax
of the evening. These young girls, seven to
twelve years old, did more than execute
difficult acrobatic stunts rhythmically-they
danced as well. The combination was a
beautiful one. Each girl initiated her solo
by running in a circular direction and end
ing downstage centre to perform her acro
batic-dance combination, after which she
danced back to her position upstage centre.
Their chief accompanist, a calabash player,
was very helpful as he seemed to indicate
the timing for entrances and give encourage
ment to the girls.

Following the dancers was the Nigerian
Folk Opera, Oba-Koso, "The King Does
not Hang." The story, briefly, is concerned
with a King who promises five years of
peace to his townspeople, against the wishes
of two very strong and battle-hungry
warriors. One of the warriors, with the help
of a witch, puts the other to sleep and cuts
off his head at an arranged duel. The King,
enraged, orders the winning warrior to be
burned alive, but he comes out of the fire
unharmed and joined by the townspeople
riots against the King. Followed by his
wife, who later also deserts him, the King
leaves town and hangs himself in the forest.
A representative group of the townspeople
appear, repenting their action against the
King, and beg him to return from death.
The voice of the King is heard on high
telling the townspeople that he must remain
with his ancestors, but if they are loyal to
him he will always be with them and kill
their enemies with thunder from above. The
townspeople joyously shout "Gba-Koso"
(the King does not hang) and so ends the
opera.

The King, Alafin Sango, played by the
author, Duro Ladipo, was certainly a royal
enough figure. He did not communicate
more than royalty in his acting, however:
at the tragic moment when he is forced to
leave his kingdom, the king strides off the
stage as royally as always. A great deal was
lost because of the language barrier, yet it
should not be necessary to understand the
language of any type of opera. Communica
tion is the job of the actor-a job which
was not well done by most of the cast.
Lamidi Gbadamosi, who played Gbonka,
one of the warriors, was the most competent
actor in the production. The greatest weak
ness of this folk opera was that entrances
were always the same: townspeople entered
upstage; pulled the sleeves of their robes
over their shoulders; fell to the floor in
honour of the king; sat up and began their
dialogue. In their turn the warriors entered
(one or both doesn't matter), did a strong,
rapid dance pattern, sat down and addressed
the king. There was such a definite move
ment ritual that characters had on entering
and leaving the stage that upon the entrance
of a particular character one would sigh
here we go again!

The production was interesting on the
whole with some good moments but suffered

in poor staging, unnecessary lapses of time
between scenes, and acting that was only
adequate.

ERROL HILL, THE AUTHOR-DIRECTOR of Man
Better Man (Trinidad) has proven himself
outstanding in both writing and directing.
The Trinidad production was one of excel
lence in all areas of musical theatre. The
story line incorporates a great amount of the
ethnic folklore and gives insight into per
sonality types, values and everyday concerns
of the people.

This three-act musical play used the
calypsonion singer, the traditional dance and
song, the important member of the com
munity, the obeah man (witchdoctor) in a
delightful way. The production, filled with
comedy to the point that one might not have
been able to see the tragedy, is a fine
musical theatre piece. Erroll Jones having
beautiful hands, a great voice and fine act
ing ability, was superb in the character of
Diable Papa as was Andrew Dupigny
exceptionally good as the old villager Peloo.

The cast, as a whole, was a fine one. The
music, staging, sets and other technical
theatre aspects could stand up to any
musical its size. Seeing the production for
the second time one only enjoys it more.
Mr. Hill, cast (including musicians) and
crew, and all responsible for the production
of Man Better Man are to be highly con
gratulated.

THE DANCE AS AN ELEMENT of theatre, was
neglected in Gba-Koso, though Nigeria is
one of the richest countries in terms of
traditional dance. It was used excellently
in the musical from Trinidad-Man Better
Man. The traditional dance of the Com
monwealth countries as seen in the Festival
programme almost failed, in its manner of
presentation, to do the job of communicat
ing its people, values, beliefs and history, to
the outsider so he might leave the perfor
mance more enlightened than he was on
entering. It is more reasonable to assume
that it was not the failure of dance as much
as the short-sightedness of the programme
director. It seems all too easy for the out
sider to see only the "exotic," "strange,"
" sensual" or "bared breasts" with no
understanding or feeling about the complete
dance-the people. e
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Top A scene from Oba-Koso, the Yoruba
folk opera.

Centre Susu dancers from Sierra Leone
with the Fulah orchestra.

Bottom Uganda dancers who danced
Bwola, one of the oldest dances of Uganda
and considered a royal dance done only on
special occasions.

Page 233 National Dance Theatre of Jam
aica - a rehearsal.


